The head which forms the subject of the present study has never been extensively published; except for the listing in the catalogue of a Fogg Museum exhibit in 1954, it has received only brief mention in footnotes which summarily dismiss it as a forgery.1 Unfortunately other replicas of the same head-type exist whose authenticity can legitimately be doubted,2 and therefore the same judgment tends to be extended to all extant copies. We believe instead that the head in New York is genuine and are most grateful to the owner, Dr. Iris C. Love, who has so generously granted us permission to publish the piece in her collection. 3 The New York head was acquired by Dr. Love's father, C. Ruxton Love, presumably from Ernst Brummer, and may have once been owned by Ludwig Curtius. This former ownership alone would strongly speak in favor of authenticity, since Curtius was a noted connoisseur of ancient art, but unfortunately the information cannot now be substantiated. In 1954 the Love head was loaned to the Fogg Art Museum as part of an exhibition of Ancient Art in American Private Collections. On that occasion the piece was cleaned, presumably with acid; as a result much of the original surface was removed and the marble appears now in the granulose condition of a lump of sugar which has been subject to the action of water. Furthermore, this porous surface has attracted and absorbed the dust and smog everpresent in the atmosphere of New York City, so that the head is now streaked and blotched with dirt impossible to remove by ordinary means. We also understand that the piece has acquired an overall soft effect which it did not have when it first came into possession of the Love family. 4 Except for the damage to the original surface, the head is in a remarkable state of preservation. It was broken off, presumably from a complete statue, ap- The marble is coarse grained, white, probably of Italian origin. Measurements in cms.: greatest preserved ht. 27.8; ht. from dome to chin 23.7; ht. of face (hairline to chin) 15-3; greatest width 20.0; w. at temples 12.5; w. of cranium above ears 16.8; w. of neck I1.4; length of eye 3.0; length of mouth 3.7; distance between inner corners of eyes 3.1; distance between outer corners of eyes 9.9; distance from hairline to center of coiffure 14.6. proximately at the point of connection to the torso, with a fracture which split the neck in several pieces, now joined together. One portion of the neck, however, to the right of the central axis at the nape, is missing and is replaced in plaster. Other damage includes chipping of the nose tip and of the right ear rim. A curious depression on the skull, to the proper left of the hair part slightly above the fillet, would appear caused by a blow, but the hair strands, though faintly marked, cross over the depressed area and suggest either a reworking or, more probably, original carving over a flaw in the marble or a miscutting in the rendering of the hair waves.
Other interesting technical details include traces of a puntello, mostly smoothed off and cut into by the groove of a hair strand; it is located near the center of the crown toward the front, on the axis of the face. A striking similarity, between the two pieces is created by the hair renderings, which correspond almost lock by lock.l" Also the Barberini maiden juxtaposes a shallowly engraved crown to a plastic wreath of wavy curls, though the dichotomy here is not as pronounced as in the Love head. In profile, the rising and sinking of the dome hair is more noticeable in the Paris than in the New York replica, but the detailing of the strands is almost identical. The hair roll in both is characterized by an emphasis on semicircular, almost festoon-like forms, of which the most prominent is the large wave to the proper left of the part: it rises above the level of the fillet and hides it from view, though the ribbon reappears between the succeeding curls. There seems to be no question that in this respect the Love head has been closely patterned after the Barberini head or its prototype. Does this similarity automatically imply forgery? Other ancient statues exist, copying the same Greek original, in which correspondence of hair pattern does not incur suspicion.12 Similarity of pattern, moreover, does not necessarily imply similarity of execution. Indeed, the master of the Love head seems to have used his drill a great a great deal more freely than the Barberini master. It must be stressed, however, that the channels bored into the New York head are much more noticeable now that the surface detailing of the strands has disappeared with the corrosion of the marble; the present contrast of smooth plastic forms and drilled shadowy furrows in between them was probably once considerably less prominent.
If comparison with the Barberini Suppliant supports the identification and perhaps even the authenticity of the Love head, comparison with acknowledged forgeries strengthens this position. Among the fakes, the most obvious is perhaps the head in the Terme;13 its hair is much more linear, cold and artificial, the dome swings too high above the fillet, the face is heavy, undetailed, with a rounded chin, and the neck looks awkward. In a word, the Roman piece displays none of the sensitivity present in the Love head. The head in the Muste Bonnat in Bayonne, though doubted by some, has been accepted as genuine by others.14 Its rendering, to judge from photographs, seems more coloristic than either the Paris or the New York replicas, and the face has a sweeter expression. The other forgeries mentioned by D6rig are not illustrated; it should, however, be mentioned that at least some of them differ in dimensions from the Paris monument, being either considerably larger or smaller, and one is even of an unlikely material (alabaster).
Among the accepted replicas of the type are the headless statue in Leningrad and the one in the Vatican with non-pertinent head.15 Obviously genuine heads for these genuine copies must have existed, and therefore one cannot a priori assume that all extant isolated heads of this type are fakes, even if the subject seems to have been a favorite of modern forgers. At this point it might be useful to note that in our opinion even the Barberini Suppliant, so often considered a Greek original, is a Roman copy: witness especially the rendering of the eyes which is not in keeping with true fifth century carving but recalls Augustan art. The Love head may also belong to the same period of copyists' activity, especially for its undefinable quality that vaguely reminds one of idealized Julio-
Claudian portraits.'" A good comparison with the Love head, both in technical details and artistic expression, is the head of Tellus in the Ara Pacis panel.'7 Under the circumstances, we feel that the burden of proof lies with those who doubt the Love head's authenticity.
Other points remain open for discussion, which involve the type as a whole rather than the Love head specifically. Most prominent in the literature, and perhaps the least likely to be solved, is the problem of identification. The question has lately been restudied by D6rig 
